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MERRY CHRISTMAS-HAPPY NEW YEAR
IT SEEMS...  
By H. Mataya & J. Jacobs

THE EGYPTIAN

This Cat Could Sure Ruin the Boys' Homecoming

By DOROTHY SYRBS

DECEMBER 1961

Early American newspapers were rife with tales of cats and other animals that disrupted social gatherings. This article from the 1960s, "This Cat Could Sure Ruin the Boys' Homecoming," is a humorous take on such a scenario, where a cat is depicted as potentially causing chaos during a homecoming event.

DECEMBER 1962

In the 1960s, newspapers like The New Yorker and The New York Times were prominent sources for cultural commentary and satire. This article, "This Cat Could Sure Ruin the Boys' Homecoming," is a piece of light-hearted journalism that likely aimed to amuse and entertain its readers.

THE EGYPTIAN

"This Cat Could Sure Ruin the Boys' Homecoming" by Dorothy Syrbs

This cat could very well ruin the baby's homecoming. The cat is not only cute but also very well-behaved. It spends most of its time sleeping or playing with toys. However, when the baby gets home from college, the cat starts to act strangely. It becomes very aggressive, scratching and hissing at the baby's belongings. The cat also starts to meow constantly, making it impossible to have a quiet moment.

The cat's behavior is so unusual that it has become a talking point among the family and friends. The baby's parents are considering getting a new cat to replace the current one, but they are afraid that it may inherit the same behavior.

DECEMBER 1962

The article "This Cat Could Sure Ruin the Boys' Homecoming" by Dorothy Syrbs from The New Yorker is a humorous piece about a cat that disrupts a homecoming event. The cat is described as cute and well-behaved, but it becomes aggressive and noisy when the baby gets home from college.
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In the 1960s, newspapers like The New Yorker and The New York Times were prominent sources for cultural commentary and satire. This article, "This Cat Could Sure Ruin the Boys' Homecoming," is a piece of light-hearted journalism that likely aimed to amuse and entertain its readers.
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The Rotunda, December 18, 1966
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BILLIARDS AND POOL

From Johnson's

Season's Greetings to Students of S. I. N. U.

Billiards and Pool

Our establishment is honored for table games: excellent service and proper supervision. Billiards is a type of recreation that is enjoyed by all ages. We offer table games at a very low rate. Open daily.

Billiard Parlor

215 N. Illinois Ave.
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Best Wishes for A Happy Holiday Season

Raymond Fly

"That Present Hard To Select"

For Dad, Brother, Friend We Can Help You!

Carbondale Walgreen Agency Drug Store